
Awaysis Description 

Imagine you and seven other crew members are on a spacecraft traveling 

66,500 miles per hour towards Mars.  Your journey will take 300 days. The craft is 

compact, so you’re living in close quarters. There’s very little privacy. You’ll miss 

your family. There are times you’ll want to be alone. You’ll probably get bored. And 

there are times you’ll just want to relax. With all that stress, you’re bound to get into 

an argument with someone in your crew at some point on your journey.  

 

Our group chose to focus on the problem of stress and conflict in space. We 

invented a special helmet that gives astronauts a way to calm themselves down when 

they are feeling the stress of conflict. We call our helmet, “The Awaysis”.  

 

The “Awaysis” is a futuristic helmet that helps to calm space travelers in many 

ways at the same time. Slipping the helmet on gives travelers the feeling of privacy, 

because it is pitch black inside. There is a screen inside the helmet that can show 

relaxing videos, images, or slideshows. For example, a homesick traveler could see 

waterfalls, or sunset and sunrise. Astronauts could even video chat with family back 

on Earth. You may be wondering, “Where is the audio?” The sound comes from two 

speakers implanted on each side of the helmet that, blocks out all noise.   

 

To complete the immersive experience, the built in fan will cool you and the 

multi scented oils will soothe you with a light, refreshing aroma. That is the 

description of the “Awaysis” 
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Project Research Notes 

 

10/13/2018 

● https://www.quora.com/How-are-personality-conflicts-handled-on-the-ISS-especially-sinc

e-one-of-the-goals-of-the-ISS-is-to-research-the-effects-of-long-term-confined-habitation-

on-humans-in-space 

○ The Soyuz 21 mission was ended early and the official reasons were listed as 

"interpersonal". 

○ Dragonfly: NASA And The Crisis Aboard Mir by Bryan Burrough. 

○ https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20090023317.pdf 

■ BHP is to identify, characterize, and prevent or reduce behavioral health 

and performance risks associated with space travel, exploration, and 

return to terrestrial life.  

○ We also have a system called SFRM (Space Flight Resource Management).  It is 

derived from CRM (Cockpit Resource Management), but adapted for the unique 

aspects of long duration spaceflight.  My old group ran the SFRM program. 

SFRM examines the following aspects of operations: 

 

○ Robert Frost, Trained ISS astronauts to operate the motion control system 

○ psychological support experts on the ground 

○ Not everyone goes crazy from being in confined spaces, and US Navy 

psychologists have decades of relevant data from submarine crews. 

● https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/FR-2000-12-21/html/00-32381.htm 

○ Code of Conduct for the International Space Station Crew 

○ The ISS Commander will seek to maintain a harmonious and  cohesive 
relationship among the ISS crewmembers and an appropriate  level of 
mutual confidence and respect through an interactive,  participative, and 
relationship-oriented approach which duly takes  into account the 
international and multicultural nature of the crew  and mission. 
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